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ABOUT US
The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) was launched in 

1995 in response to this dire situation. It is a non-governmental coalition of 22 
community and environmental justice organisations united in a common struggle 
for an environment that is not damaging to health and well-being, healthy living 

conditions, environmental justice, and sustainable and socially equitable 
development, locally, nationally and globally.

 WE ARE 

 CONTACT US

Tel: 031 461 1991  I   Fax: 031 468 1257

Email:shanusha@sdceango.co.za  

Facebook Account: 

SDCEA NGO, page: S.D.C.E.A & group: SDCEA 

Website: www.sdcea.co.za

18 Major Calvert Street, Wentworth, Bluff, Durban, 4052 
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BioWatch

       Poor Flat Dwellers Association

       Christ the King Church

         Merebank Activist

        Earthlife Africa

  Airport Farmers Association

  Treasure Beach Environmental Committee

       Athlone Park Residence Association

        Clairwood Ratepayers Association

         Clairwood Social Forum

        Wentworth Development Forum

         Project Steering Committee

        Ubunye Bamahostela

      KZN Subsistence Fishermen Forum

      Umkomaas Anti-Pollution Watchdogs

              Active Citizens Movement Umbilo

     City of Love Ministries

 Merebank Civic Committee

     Bluff Ridge Conservancy

    Urban Futures Centre at DUT

      Silverglen Civic Association

  Chatsworth Civics

 

Our campaign for justice is reliant on your donations.

If you would like to contribute our details are:

Account Name – SDCEA Marketlink

Bank Name – Standard Bank

Account Number – 054640539

Branch Code – 051001

Swift Code – SBZAZAJJ

 OUR MEMBERS

SUPPORT US 

Thank you for your support!
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The United Nations COP26 Glasgow Climate Pact signed on 
November 14 is another conrmation of what we learned in 
Durban in 2011 at the 17th UN climate summit. As expressed 
accurately by Indigenous activist Ta'Kaiya Blaney (from the Tla 
A'min Nation in western Canada): “COP26 is a performance. It is 
an illusion constructed to save the capitalist economy rooted in 
resource extraction and colonialism." 

Greta Thunberg from Sweden was also clear: “The COP26 is over. 
Here's a brief summary: Blah, Blah, Blah. But the real work 
continues outside these halls and we will never give up, ever.”

The climate activists are not being critical for the sake of it. These 
half-a-dozen concrete demands were what we believe the 
Glasgow COP26 could have delivered – but didn't:

• Cut greenhouse gases: adopt sufciently ambitious and 
binding global greenhouse gas emissions reduction 
requirements to keep temperatures below 1.5C, ensure 
cuts are fairly distributed, impose accountability 
mechanisms including substantial penalties, and 
incorporate military, maritime and air-transport sectoral 
emissions;

• Transition gracefully: ensure job-rich 'Just Transitions' from 
carbon-addicted economies for all affected workers and 
communities in what, during decarbonisation, become 
radically transformed – and increasingly localised, public- 
and worker-controlled – systems for energy, transport, 
tour ism, agr icul ture,  urbanisat ion,  product ion, 
consumption and disposal;

• Redress social  in just ices:  empower oppressed 
constituencies in gendered, racial-justice, Indigenous, 
Global South and youth communities, and provide formal 
rights for nature, for climate migrants and refugees, and for 
future generations; 

• Manage green technology as a global public good: allow 
dissemination of climate-friendly technology and localised 
production techniques without Intellectual Property 
restrictions, commit to universal clean-energy and public 
transit access, adopt far-reaching agricultural and food-
sovereignty reforms, avoid tech-x 'False Solutions' based 
on geoengineer ing fantasies,  t imber-plantat ion 
sequestration, dangerous genetic modication or nuclear 
energy, and prevent damaging 'extractivist' supplies of 
Green Economy mineral inputs that wreck local 
ecosystems;

• Leave fossil fuels underground: compel owners or 
managers of oil, gas and coal reserves to cease new 
exploration (and most current extraction), simultaneously 
revalue their 'unburnable carbon' accordingly - to be 
accounted as 'stranded assets' – and end trillions of dollars 
worth of annual government fossil fuel subsidies;

• Finance planetary and social survival: apply carbon taxation 
and pricing judiciously (not with regressive results – such as 
retail taxes by France and Ecuador in 2018-19 – but bearing 
in mind the $3000+/ton Social Cost of Carbon), dispense 

Glasgow's  again 'Conference of the Polluters'
conrms that global arson needs local re extinguishers
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with failed emissions trading and offset gimmickry, replace 
debt-based nance with grants, and honour historical 
'polluter-pays' responsibilities for the 'climate debt' that 
large emitters owe so as to fully cover 'loss and damage' 
reparations, costs of climate-proong adaptation and 
resilience, and compensation for the low-emissions 
countries' use of carbon space now precluded from being 
utilised, thanks to high-emitter overuse.This year, unlike 
others, the UN summit did give some lip service to a few of 
these demands. But they were tokenistic mentions, 
without substance. Most such demands are considered 
outside the realm of reasonable discourse in the hallowed 
halls of the Conference of Polluters. 

So it was typical, at the last moment, that an unholy alliance of 
the U.S., China and India pushed a “phase down” – not “phase 
out” – provision on coal, a stance supported by South Africa's 
delegates. The imperial-subimperial alliance in these 
Conferences of Polluters is the most debilitating combination of 
state powers in world history. 

Another example is the much-celebrated climate nance deal 
that Andre de Ruyter arranged with the U.S., UK, Germany and 
France: R131 billion in additional debt that Eskom wants to 
impose on future generations, in part to convert some power 
plants from coal-to-renewables, but also coal-to-methane, 
increasing our reliance upon imports from the war-riddled 
Mozambique gas elds. 

What the imperial powers making these new (hard-currency) 
loans want most is repayment of Eskom's R400 billion in 'Odious 
Debt': the 2010s loans for coal-red power plants Medupi and 
Kusile even though the Hitachi corruption of the African National 
Congress (ANC) was well known to lenders like the World Bank, 
BRICS New Development Bank and the West's export-credit 
agencies.

The climate justice tradition

The global climate justice movement dates to the early 1990s 
when activists ghting environmental racism and contesting 
inherited foreign debt teamed up in sites like North Carolina and 
Quito, Ecuador. Dating to 2002 at the Johannesburg World 
Summit on Sustainable Development protests, and again in 2004 
at the Durban Group for Climate Justice conference, South 
Africans have been intimately involved. 

We were initially prodded into climate consciousness by the 
great poet Dennis Brutus (1924-2009), by Sajida Khan (1958-
2007) who died ghting a “Clean Development Mechanism” at 
the Bisasar Road Landll in Durban, and by international leaders 
like Kumi Naidoo, who headed Greenpeace International. 

We have learned more about the combination of villain and victim 
status in KwaZulu-Natal: 

 Desmond  D’sa

SDCEA
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 & Patrick Bond 
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 •   Among our country's worst emissions are the local poisons 
and greenhouse gases emanating from Africa's largest 
petroleum renery and petro-chemical complex, where 
start ing in 1995, the South Durban Community 
Environmental Alliance has battled against onshore 
pollution, offshore oil and gas drilling (most recently by 
irresponsible multinational corporates Total, Shell and 
Sasol) and ever-leaking petrol pipelines. 

•  In October 2020, at Somkhele - close to the iMfolozi 
wilderness area at Africa's oldest nature reserve – the heroic 
role of Fikile Ntshangase ghting coal mining expansion led 
to her assassination, and ongoing damage to both the 
global climate and local ecology and society there. 

 • In Durban North's Cornubia suburb, in July 2021, the 
dangers of carbon-intensive, fertiliser dependency by 
agricultural corporations was unveiled when arson, national 
government's 'fast-track' foreign direct investment 
attraction gimmickry (for Mumbai-based UPL), and non-
existent provincial and municipal environmental regulation 
together caused catastrophic chemical reactions.

Oil, gas, petrochemicals, fertilisers, coal and many other 
extractive-industry “Minerals-Energy Complex” activities must be 
rethought. One reason is that any full-cost accounting would 
render these investments as uneconomic, because there are 
hidden subsidies. 

The International Monetary Fund issued a report on such 
subsidies in September and although the institution is notoriously 
unreliable, with a Managing Director who was recently found 
guilty in an internal World Bank investigation of manipulating data 
on behalf of China, it conservatively estimates that R800 billion of 
annual subsidies are provided by South Africa, in part through 
allowing local pollution to kill thousands, and in part because the 
cost of greenhouse gases is $60 (R914) per tonne.

Yet this is a vast underestimate of annual damage, because recent 
peer-reviewed research on the Social Cost of Carbon puts this at a 
much higher amount, given climate-destructive feedback loops 
not previously factored in. As University College London's 
research ofce summarised, “when taking more robust climate 
science and updated models into account, this new study 
suggests that the economic damage could in fact be over $3 000 
(R56 000) per tonne of Co2.”

Defaulting on climate debt

Because the South African economy emits more than 500 million 
tons annually, the full cost of local capitalism is actually more than 
three times our GDP, using this measure. We are racking up a 
massive climate debt to future generations, to the African 
continent where we have massively over-polluted, and to poor 
people in places like South Durban who have been victims. 

Recall that between the two cyclones that devastated 
Mozambique in 2019 – Idai and Kenneth – we in South Durban 
witnessed a “rain bomb” on April 23. The storm dumped 160 mm 
in 24 hours, more than 50% more than the prior record of 107 mm 
in October 2017. Given the lack of proper climate adaptation in 
Durban and down the South Coast – such as rudimentary 
stormwater drainage and ood protection – we lost 71 people. The 
dead were mainly women and children, including many trying to 

shelter within poorly-built municipal-planned houses that 
collapsed or shacks that fell into swollen rivers. 

The Durban municipality's reckoning of the physical housing 
losses – not mentioning the priceless lives lost – was R663 
million, but only R90 million was delivered to victims (not 
including the city's notorious corruption). Thousands hit hard by 
the rain bomb were never compensated, even though the Global 
North (including within South Africa) did the damage. 

The ability of capitalism to sneak out of its climate reparations – so-
called “polluters pay” – liabilities has again been codied in the 
United Nations, in spite of better language this year on Loss and 
Damage. And while the Glasgow Climate Pact did offer 
momentary rhetorical acknowledgment of rich-country failure to 
pay poor countries even the transparently inadequate $100 billion 
annually promised in 2009, the major nancing problem remains 
the refusal to countenance 'polluter pays' principles by United 
States and European Union. 

As Biden Administration climate negotiator John Kerry put it, 
“you know, I think, obviously, the United States remains 
concerned about not opening up some legal track with respect to 
liability, and we don't intend to do that.”

In that case, like Blaney, we don't intend to offer any legitimacy to 
the Conference of Polluters. And we know, as Thunberg argues, 
we must redouble our efforts to do real work: halt the polluters as 
we see them at the coalfaces here in South Africa, and start Just 
Transition planning and so many other climate-emergency 
responses, from the grassroots, powered by the values of justice.

Desmond D'Sa co-ordinates the South Durban Community 
Environmental Alliance; Patrick Bond is professor of sociology 
at the University of Johannesburg.
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SOUTH AFRICA'S CLIMATE POLICY IS 
AMPLIFYING, NOT SOLVING, THE CRISIS        

Climate change is the one of the biggest threats to humanity and government intervention is needed 

urgently. In 1992, at the original Rio de Janeiro sustainability conference, world leaders gathered to rst 

recognise the climate catastrophe that faces us. The most irresponsible was U.S. President George 

Bush, when he declared, “The American way of life is not up for negotiations.” When his son 

George W. Bush – an oil man – took over from 2001-09, there was even worse U.S. arrogance.

The impact of that inaction is now clear for humans, 

animals and biodiversity, water and energy 

resources, agriculture, urbanisation and healthcare 

systems. At Rio, the world leaders failed, succumbing 

to:
• big fossil fuel corporations adamant they that 

had no alternative but to continue producing fuel 

from coal, oil and gas; 
• petrochemical rms addicted to plastics and 

toxic products;
• automakers reliant on petrol and diesel engines; 
• agri-corporations intent on high-carbon 

fertilisers, meat and dairy;
• high-energy manufacturers especially in the 

extractive industries dependent on power for 

smelting and processing;
• high-methane waste disposal; and 
• nanciers using cyber currency data-mining 

techniques which today chew up as much 

electricity as a country the size of the Philippines

This pattern continued, even at the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change annual 

gatherings. Policy changes were made only at the 

margins, for example, in Kyoto in 1997 to introduce 

speculative fraud-lled gambling called emissions 

trading. In Copenhagen in 2009, the idea of binding 

commitments was removed by Barack Obama, 

working with South Africa's corruption-accused 

leader Jacob Zuma and the leaders of Brazil, China 

and India. 

These annual gatherings did not serve the interests of 

the planet and people, but rather of reaping more 

prots from the earth and society. 
 
South Africa hosted the UNFCCC conference – the 

Cop 17 (Conference of Polluters) – in 2011, in Durban, 

my home city. We claimed to have the most 

progressive Constitution and environmental laws in 

the world yet when it was time to put these into action, 

we failed dismally.

Instead, throughout, our leaders cowed down to our 

own – and the North's and BRICS countries' – major 

polluting corporations and big government bullies. 

They signed off on the execution of small island 

countries, as well as of our African sisters and 

brothers on the continent who did the least to cause 

the climate catastrophe, but will face the harshest 

consequences. 

Worse, the South African delegation was often a big 

part of the problem at the UNFCCC, for example, by 

obstructing the call by the African and G77 bloc of 

countries to address the climate crisis seriously. 

Since then, South Africa has submitted a 'nationally 

determined contribution' (NDC) to the UNFCCC. Our 

leaders have failed us dismally, again, lowering the 

But back in Rio, nearly all the leaders gathered then acted like the Americans, 

ignoring the fact that unless they addressed greenhouse gas emissions causing 

rising temperatures, droughts, wildres, worse oods and other extreme weather 

events – like the Durban Rain Bomb of 2019 that killed 71 mainly black women, 

children and poor people – then the planet's climate will start to degenerate. 

 Desmond  D’sa
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target for our greenhouse gas emissions from 440 

megatons in 2030 to just 420, as if this promised 5% 

reduction - voluntary with no binding provisions – is 

somehow laudable.

While UN climate negotiators are failing us, the UN's 

scientic body - the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change - just warned of new climate 

feedback loops such as the loss of reective white 

albedo from melting ice, large-scale venting of 

carbon dioxide and methane from melting 

permafrost peat bogs in the Arctic and Siberia, and 

the  pro l i fe ra t ion  o f 

wildres.    

The scientists conclude 

that “rapid and far-

reaching” changes are 

needed in the economic 

s y s t e m  t o  k e e p 

temperature increases 

below 1.5°C.

We also believe that in 

the process, creating a 

more equal society is an 

imperative: “cl imate 

justice.” We remain the world's most unequal 

society,  wi th the pover ty  rate of  roughly 

R50/person/day well over 60% so whatever we do to 

address climate crisis must simultaneously address 

social injustice.

From politicians and big business, we have been 

hearing chatter about a Just Transition for low-

income communities and workers that will be 

affected by decarbonisation, like those in South 

Durban, but after all these years of such rhetoric, 

there has been zero progress. 

Instead, the elites have introduced carbon trading, 

which allows those rms which reduce emissions to 

sell credits to 'offset' the emissions of others which 

want to keep polluting. Our Treasury has introduced 

a carbon tax law, with provision for offsets, which is at 

heart a market strategy. The real cost of CO2 

emissions is now estimated at $3 000/ton, new 

research suggests, but Treasury charges rms as 

low as $0.42/ton and even that trivial tax will in future 

be offset.
 
Offsetting now underpins the phrase 'net zero'. It 

relies on what Greta Thunberg terms 'accounting 

gimmicks'. They include supposed 'natural climate 

solutions' that assume carbon absorbed by restored 

sinks (wetlands, forests and grasslands) will permit 

more emissions from fossil fuels. While eco-system 

restoration is essential, it can only restore what was 

previously lost by eco-system destruction. 
Offsets also rely upon 'carbon capture and storage,' 

which is a hypothetical 

engineering solution to strip 

carbon from exhaust gas 

and bury it under the earth. 

It is very expensive, very 

energy intensive, and would 

r e q u i r e  m a s s i v e 

c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  n e w 

infrastructure. The few pilot 

schemes at power plants 

are technical and economic 

failures. In some cases, the 

C O 2  i s  t h e n  s o l d  f o r 

'enhanced oil recovery' to 

restore pressure in aging oil wells and so to extract 

more fossil fuel.  
 
A genuine Just Transition must be based on the 

needs of the planet and must be generated bottom-

up, by workers in high-carbon industries, by 

communities which will suffer, and by everyone 

whom the current system makes poor. The specic 

caregiving roles of women, the result of their 

subordination within patriarchal relations, mean 

they and the youth should be central to the deep 

transformation needed for a Just Transition worthy of 

the name. The youth and people of the world have 

spoken: 'no to more delays and compromising of 

tour  future'.  Act now and do the right think for planet 

and its people.

Climate change 

is the one of

 the biggest threats 

to humanity 
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Climate change is one of the major concerns that our world is facing right now. Climate change is dened by 

long-term modications in temperatures and weather patterns. These changes may be natural, however, since 

the 1800s, human activities have been the main drivers of climate change, largely due to the burning of fossil 

fuels such as coal, oil and gas which produces heat-trapping gases. In South Africa, climate change is leading to 

increased temperatures and rainfall variability. Extreme weather conditions are becoming more prominent due 

to climate change. As part of its international commitments, South Africa has pledged to peak emissions 

between 2020 and 2025. Is this enough time for South Africa?

South Africa is the world's third highest emitter of greenhouse gases, measured per person, per unit of output. It 

is by far the largest emitter on the African continent, far worse than countries like Egypt, Libya and Angola. South 

Africa is in climate denial. By authorising these new fossil fuels, the current Integrated Resource Plan refuses to 

recognise costs of emissions.

More than 67% of South Africans live below a R50 per day (upper bound poverty line). Between 2000 and 2021, 

South African elites increased their share of income at the expense of everyone else, making South Africa the 

world's most unequal economy. South Africa today has the world's most unequal National Gini Coefcient and 

eThekwini is considered the world's sixth most unequal city with a 0.72 Gini. The 'expanded' unemployment rate 

includes those who have given up looking for work, which stands at over 44%. The Energy Intensive Users 

Group (EIUG) states that three dozen rms consume more than 40% from the power grid. Grid defections by 

major consumers and the middle class can undertake Demand Side Management but they lower Eskom 

revenues and the potential for cross-subsidisation, thereby leaving the poor and marginalised with a slum grid. 

Prices have soared 500% since 2007, leaving millions either disconnected or with dangerous informal 

connections. If South Africa is to see a substantial shift in improved household energy access 20 years from 

now, we need to:

Energy consumption by South African households amount to a mere 17% of the total electrical usage. So it is 

hard to understand why BHP Billiton (South32) is privy to pricing deals like 13c per kilowatt per hour, whereas 

consumers are burdened with exorbitant pricing hikes. 

South Africans can create another energy future based on renewables or we can go down tied to the old energy 

model. This is the model of the 'minerals energy complex' that has shaped South Africa's development for over a 

century. It is based on cheap coal, cheap labour and heavy-duty pollution. It is unsustainable economically and 

is socially and environmentally catastrophic; and is now collapsing. In order to achieve an Inclusive Genuine 

Just Transition, we need:

SA's energy model must change 
to close the  gaping gap
between rich and poor 

Align and co-ordinate 

governmental plans 

and policies

Engage with 

communities 

and civil society

Strengthen city level 

information and 

data systems

Review and rethink how 

policies are 

implemented

Energy Democracy 
Project Ofcer

Kershni Ramreddi
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· Zero carbon emissions;

· To build a New Energy System that is based on socially-owned renewables;

· A redistribution of the wealth to all citizens of South Africa;

· To rehabilitate mines and mining regions so that we can detox land and water;

· More food gardens and agro-ecology to ensure there is enough for all;

 · To build small economic zones in communities and stop the import model that creates jobs and wealth 

elsewhere;

 · A reconstruction of settlements in preparedness for climate change;

 · To build more energy efcient homes;

 · To plan amenities for active transport-moving goods to rail; and

 · A zero-waste economy.

There are a number of electricity supply options which can be utilised by communities as well as the 

government; namely:

· Grid Electricity: An electrical grid is an interconnected network for electricity delivery from producers 

to consumers. This option creates electricity services and, in turn, creates employment. The cost 

estimate is approximately R400 a month and the potential support areas will result in a reduced price.

· Solar Home System: This is a stand-alone photovoltaic system that offers a cost-effective mode of 

supplying amenity power for lighting and appliances to remote off-grid households. In rural areas that 

are not connected to the grid, this system can be used to meet households' energy demand, fullling 

basic electric needs.

· On-grid Solar PV System: This system works along with the grid which means any excess or 

deciency of power can be fed to the grid through net metering thereby ensuring constant supply of 

power either from the solar system or the grid.

· Community Solar PV: This supply option provides mainly homeowners, renters and businesses equal 

access to the economic and environmental benets of solar energy generation regardless of the 

physical attributes/ownership of their homes and businesses. It expands access to solar for all, 

including mostly low-to-moderate income customers that are impacted the most due to lack of access, 

all while building a stronger, distributed and more resilient electric grid.

· Wheeling of Electricity: This is the transportation of electric energy from within an electric grid to an 

electric load outside the grid boundaries. It requires a municipal wheeling framework and wheeling tariff 

for the use of a grid. A central PV feeds into the grid and the municipality credits customers that receive 

electricity. Customers pay solar PV owners for electricity.

· Off-grid Solar Storage System: This system is installed in situations where the main power is not 

available or if you wish to be completely independent of the grid. All power is generated by the solar 

panels and a battery bank stores excess power for use at night or when there is minimal sunlight. This 

system avoids the need for grid connection approval and is suitable for lighting, Wi and device 

charging in a public space.

Social innovation is essential for making a signicant difference and it all begins with identifying the root of a 

social issue within your community and thereby raising awareness. Only with the active participation of the 

working world can sustainable development be achieved. Employers and employees are not passive 

bystanders; they are change agents who can create new paths to sustainability. Collaboration between 

environmental and labour community organisations are critical. In many circumstances, the rst step in co-

ordination is to establish a shared understanding of what constitutes an equitable transition between these 

two groups. We need Eskom, Nersa and the government to hear our voices and recognise that we have a right 

to a clean, safe and healthy environment just like them. The ght against climate change begins with you.



Communities affected by the pollution from the re at the United Phosphorus Limited (UPL) warehouse in 

Cornubia, north of Durban, have called for accountability while NGOs called for a seat at the decision-making 

table.

The warehouse was set alight in July by a mob during the unrest in Durban. The chemicals released in the re 

caused air pollution, damaged the ecosystem and polluted the Ohlanga River, the Umhlanga lagoon and 

beaches north of Durban.

During a meeting at the weekend of the 4th September 2021 the UPL Cornubia Fire Civil Society Action Group 

demanded answers. Among those present was Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs 

MEC Ravi Pillay, Joint Operations Committee chairperson Sabelo Ngcobo. Representatives from UPL and the 

eThekwini Municipality did not attend.

Speaking on behalf of the Izinga community, Jeffery Naidoo said information was lacking from government 

departments. Naidoo demanded UPL be held accountable and wanted a list of the chemicals stored at the 

warehouse. “How did they get permits to get so close to a residential area?” he asked.

Communities demand 
accountability from 
UPL for warehouse re

Picture: Tumi Pakkies/African News Agency (ANA)

The UPL warehouse provided an eyesore 
background at a public meeting held in uMhlanga to 
address the effects the burning of the warehouse 

had on surrounding communities.

Government lays 
criminal charges 
against Cornubia 

chemical factory, UPL

Blow to tourism as
 Durban beaches 
closures remain

Environmental 
remediation 

under way after 
Cornubia warehouse re

Thobeka Ngema 

Picture: Tumi Pakkies/African News Agency (ANA)

Affected residents attended a public 

meeting held at Reddam House, a private 

school, across the freeway from the UPL 

warehouse which was burned to the 

ground during week-long unrest in parts of 

KwaZulu-Natal in July this year. 
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Prestondale and uMhlanga Crest representative Anton Muller said they were let down in a massive way. “If 

there was animal feed in that store as we were told, there would not have been a disaster like this,” Muller said. 

“If we don't have any accountability in this democracy, we will not be able to defend it; it's not possible.”

Warren Horsley, from the Mount Edgecombe community, said: “We need truthful answers. Will there be long-

term effects to our health?”

Phoenix community activist Theo Pillay said the culprits needed to be outed and pay the price. “What you did 

was disgusting – putting a building right here in our townships: Phoenix, uMhlanga, Blackburn. You shouldn't 

have done that in the rst place.”

Desmond D'Sa from the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance said: “It's horrendous that the 

company's ofcials, their spokespeople, lawyers or specialists were saying 'there's nothing wrong'.”

“Nobody came out in the rst few days to notify the public – not the company, nor those responsible at local 

government level. We need government to involve us, to work together, so such an incident never happens 

again… ”

Professor Tracy-Lynn Field, chair of the Environmental Rights Centre at Wits University, had three messages 

for the meeting: UPL Cornubia Fire Civil Society Action Group is not politicised; civil society must be at the 

decision-making table; and chaotic, economic mal-development must stop.

“How did they get permits to get 

so close to a residential area?”
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Communities stand firm against 

KZN environmental 

justice network
Shanice Firmin

SDCEA Environmental 
Project Ofcer Development, 

Infrastructure & Climate Change 

Throughout KwaZulu-Natal (KZN), there are civil society organisations working on issues of environmental – 

and related social – justice issues. People have, for many years, been resisting paper mills, petrochemical and 

chemical industries, mining, corporate agriculture and timber plantations, and large logistics and port 

expansions that inhibit their constitutional right to an environment not harmful to their health and well-being. As 

a collective, these groups have been vociferous in challenging both government and corporate industry on 

their impacts of pollution on peoples' health. People are challenged on the basis of the environmental injustice 

which they face, and many successes have been won as they engage with decision-makers.

This year, the KZN Environmental Justice Network had 15 participating CBO partners from all over KZN 

challenging, engaging and participating in actions defending our environmental and social rights by directly 

or indirectly engaging local government and provincial decision-makers on environmental justice issues. We 

conducted two site visits to assess the work being done by our CBOs in their communities. One of them was 

the community living alongside the Tendele coal mine in Mtubatuba. 

Taps run dry in Mtubatuba

As we drove through the Mtubatuba community to visit our partners to see rst-hand the devastation caused 

by the Tendele coal mine, we were mortied. What used to be a ourishing community with clean air, clean 

water that produced crops, has been turned into a dirty barren land. Community residents, if they are lucky, 

stand in long lines with containers every Tuesday waiting for water tankers to come and provide water. The 

mining company provides the water and the toxic chemical drums for the residents to use. Another 

phenomenon associated with the Tendele coal mine is the 

encroachment of land where they once operated – they have now 

stretched their parameters into community land, whether it be a 

school or privately-owned piece of land, they are forcibly pushing 

people into infertile plots of land without any adequate 

compensation. If that's not grave enough many families have lost 

their ancestral burial sites because they trusted the Tendele coal 

mine and acted in good faith to leave their land and be relocated.  

Today, years later, families are still battling to be paid for their losses, 

the pain and their exhumed ancestral gravesites. We also remember 

Mama Fikile Ntshangase, who was assassinated. She had refused to 

give in to the pressure from the coal company to relocate. She 

refused to allow any development to destroy her land or the land of 

future generations. We stand in solidarity with those who will 

continue the ght for environmental justice, who will say: 'Not on our 

Soil,' and keep ghting for climate justice.
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n an effort to educate residents about air pollutants in 

Itheir area, the South Durban Community Environmental 

Alliance (SDCEA) hosted a community toxic tour 

recently.

Aimed at raising awareness and empowering South 

Durban communities about air pollution from surrounding 

industries, the tour visited hot spot areas in Merebank, Bluff 

and Wentworth to get people sensitised.

The organisation's air quality ofcer, Bongani Mthembu, 

who guided the tour, highlighted the importance of the 

regulation of air quality and its effects. 

He told the story of the biggest gas leak incident, the Bhopal 

disaster, of December 1984 at the Union Carbide factory in 

India where a gas spill over night killed thousands and left 

many more in compromised health states.

“Communities in Wentworth, Merebank, Bluff, Isipingo, 

Clairwood, Amanzimtoti and KwaMakhutha face the 

possibility that the same thing might happen because of the 

surrounding industries. It is sad because we have no 

emergency evacuation plan for the communities residing in 

South Durban. We have been asking the municipality for 

years to produce a plan that will inform the residents of 

eThekwini, precisely those in the south of Durban, telling 

them that a plan is needed and compulsory,” he said.

He said the level of benzene found in the atmosphere is 

cause for concern, evident by air samples they take on a 

regular basis, where a ve minute grab sample could nd 

about 17 parts per million in contrast to the standard 5 

micrograms per cubic metres annually.

Environmental group's toxic tour 
sensitises residents 
on air quality Bongani Mthembu  

Air Quality & GIS Project
 Ofcer

September 3, 2020 -  Thobele Nzama 

The organisation's air quality officer, Bongani 

Mthembu, who guided the tour, highlighted the 

importance of the regulation of air quality and its 

effects. 

“Unfortunately, the city is not willing to solve the 

problem to ensure that they prosecute these industries. 

We are now doing the city's job to drive around and take 

samples, something city health ofcials should be 

doing.”

“We know that there are 14 xed air quality monitoring 

stations, including a mobile station in the province, but 

you'd be lucky to get at least ve operating.”

“Each station was about R1, 5 million to have set up – half of 

this money was paid by the tax payer and the rested was 

through international funding. The shortfall of these 

stations is that they capture a maximum of up to six different 

pollutants, whereas our simple bucket tool can take up to 

30 different chemical pollutants compared to sophisticated 

machines.”

He said another pressing concern was the fact that the 

Clairwood race course, previously a designated safe 

haven, was now sold off to a private company and will no 

longer be a place of refuge should there be a state of 

emergency.

“There are older, disabled and mentally handicapped 

people in the community, how will they get to the race 

course because there is no on-standby transport for such 

cases.”

“For example, a person staying with two sickly elderly 

people would be overwhelmed because they would not be 

able to handle them both. Unfortunately, the issue is now 

even worse because the place is now privately owned.”

A comment from eThekwini Municipality was not available 

at the time of publication.
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Sasol is increasingly coming under re from 

responsible nanciers and the public alike. Its 

utterly irresponsible management and 

shareholders have allowed 60 megatons of 

CO2 emissions from its operations annually 

since 2016, second worst in Africa after Eskom. 

It is not yet recognised – but soon will be – that Sasol owes a massive climate debt to all of us. The liabilities for 

the damage from its pollution are not only local but global, too, given the vast amount of pollution, with the 

damage far outweighing the potential R1 billion the government's very weak carbon tax is expected to raise.

Sasol especially owes South Durban and the South Coast repayment for the Eastern Monday 2019 “Rain 

Bomb” that dropped 168mm in 24 hours, killing more than 70 of our low-income people, predominantly 

women. The same month, our neighbours in Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Malawi suffered the worst 

cyclones on record, with more than 1 000 killed.

A perfect storm of crises brought on by climate-blind, ecologically-unjust managerial stupidity demands that 

major decisions are taken immediately about Sasol's future. These include:

· the plummeting share price (currently R118/share, down from its R640 peak in 2014 at the time of 

publication); 

· its rotten $15 billion Louisiana petrochemical investment; 

· its contribution to – and losses from – climate destruction;

· its fatal operational pollution in Secunda and Sasolburg; 

· its role in Mozambique's worsening resource-curse misery; and 

· its futile attempt to drill for oil and gas offshore Durban, in dangerous sites which even ExxonMobil and 

Norwegian state oil company Equinor have recently abandoned in frustration.

The managerial stupidity is exemplied by its remuneration for directors as nancial journalist Ann Crotty 

recently reported: “The out-of-town allowance non-execs receive for attending one board meeting in the 

current nancial year exceeds Sasol's minimum annual wage.” We agree with our ally, Bishop Jo Seoka that 

this is “totally unacceptable given that employee salaries have been frozen and the company is part of a call to 

halt government salary and wage increases”.

A further illustration of the incompetence of Sasol's managers and directors is their authorisation  of the vast 

Lake Charles investment in a manner beset by very poor construction (behind schedule and with huge cost 

over-runs) in an area now regularly 

victimised by unprecedented hurricanes, 

caused by the very climate crisis Sasol has 

been so actively contributing to.

Sasol's climate-blind investors 
have a duty to stop the wreckage
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Mother Nature is having the last laugh because Sasol's share price was more than R640 in 2014 and, at the 

time of writing, had crashed 82% to R118. We will push it down further.

The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance has allied with the Vaal Environmental Justice 

Alliance to ght this multinational for many years. Last year we began our joint ght against Sasol's 

investors, especially Allan Gray, Old Mutual and Investec. With Fridays4Future, the youth-led 

movement, in May 2019, we engaged in the rst environmental justice march in Umhlanga against 

these shareholders, joined by hundreds of other climate activists. The year before, we protested 

Sasol's oil spill into the Isipingo River. For years, SDCEA has protested directly at Sasol facilities 

including its retail petrol stations. We will continue to do so.

But now we insist that shareholders tell management to pack their bags and, before leaving, agree to a 

genuine Just Transition that includes repayment of Sasol's climate debt. We insist that Sasol CEO Fleetwood 

Grobler and his team take early retirement and, on their way out, ensure their most environmentally-

conscious workers join communities, environmentalists and especially the youth, to end the rm's fossil fuel 

emissions as soon as possible and, in the process, ensure that Sasol's ordinary employees are not 

disadvantaged  as they transition to clean energy. After all, in addition to our frontline communities, the hard-

working Sasol staff are the most adversely affected by the immense pollution of Sasol's Vaal and retail 

operations.

We are especially convinced that Sasol's exploration activities in KwaZulu-Natal must immediately end. Sasol, 

in league with ENI – an Italian company implicated in a massive Nigerian bribery scandal – still believes it can 

drill for gas and oil 3.5 km deep into the world's second most turbulent body of sea water, the Agulhas Current. 

We led environmental impact objections against Sasol's exploration agenda in 2019 and remain utterly 

disgusted with the company's climate denialism and attempts to avoid even addressing climate crisis at this 

2020 AGM. Grobler refused to even put a climate resolution onto the meeting's agenda, notwithstanding how 

deeply his rm is implicated in the worst crisis humanity has ever faced. We are also disgusted with 

Environment Minister Barbara Creecy for failing to discipline this climate criminal and order the Just Transition 

we insist on.

For these reasons, if shareholders are not responsible and end the current tyranny that Grobler, other top 

managers and directors are imposing on the rest of us, we will redouble our naming and shaming, and also 

target these nancial institutions' own investors and top management.

Umhlanga and Durban protests against 

Sasol and its main shareholders, 2019

Sasolburg pollution
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Here we go again: Durban residents 
warned to stay indoors after second toxic 
chemical fire
Smoke billows from the KZN Resins factory in Balfour Road, Jacobs, south Durban on 25 August. The main 
plastics factory in the foreground did not catch fire.

Barely a month after the massive UPL pesticides warehouse explosion in Cornubia, another chemical factory 

re broke out south of the city on 25 August, releasing a cloud of poisonous fumes that sparked an ofcial 

public health warning by the eThekwini Municipality. The temperature of the re under the feet of government 

regulators has just risen another notch as they scramble to douse growing public anxiety around chemical 

safety management in the city.

Correction: In an earlier version of this story it was incorrectly reported that the re at KZN Resins had spread to 

a plastics company next door. Although a boundary wall between the adjoining companies was damaged 

during the blaze, the re department said the re was contained before it could spread into the plastics 

company.

For the second time in as many months, thousands of Durban residents were warned to take shelter indoors 

and shut their windows because of dense clouds of toxic chemical fumes — this time from a re and explosion 

that broke out in a chemical resins factory.

The re started at the KZN Resins factory in Balfour Road, Jacobs, in the early hours of 25 August.

According to Durban environmental justice activist Desmond D'Sa, who lives nearby and who drove to the 

plant just after the re began, staff at the KZN Resins facility said that they were on night shift when the re 

began.

D'Sa, coordinator of the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance, said residents were woken by 

loud rumblings just before a ball of re and dense smoke clouds were seen above the plant, which 

manufactures a variety of synthetic resins such as hydroxy, acrylamide and thermoplastic resins.

D'Sa said the re burnt for at least ve hours before eight re engines brought the visible ames under control. 

Just before 3pm, the eThekwini Municipality broadcast a public health warning urging nearby residents to 

stay indoors as the plant was still smouldering and releasing toxic smoke.

“Areas affected include Wentworth and Merebank, but due to a change in wind directions, areas such as 

Clairwood, Montclair, Bluff and Mobeni may also be affected.

“As a precautionary measure, residents are advised to close their windows and doors and to put wet cloths 

over ventilators until the smoke clears. Residents are further advised to refrain from outdoor activities from 

impacted areas. Ofcials will be on site until the situation is resolved. The public will be informed in the event of 

new developments.”

However, said D'sa, he saw no visible signs of city emergency ofcials physically warning residents of 

surrounding areas to stay indoors or to close windows.
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Nor did city ofcials appear to have the capacity to collect samples of toxic fume levels, prompting his alliance 

to take their own “bucket samples”, a rudimentary method developed in the United States by community 

activists exposed to frequent chemical releases from nearby petrochemical operations.

He said the re brigade had also used large volumes of high-pressure water to douse the re and it remained 

to be seen whether any waterborne overow of chemical poisons would soon enter Durban harbour to kill sh 

and marine organisms in one of the country's largest estuarine sh nurseries via the Amanzimnyama Canal 

and stormwater drains.

The latest chemical re explosion comes as government regulators battle to allay widespread public anxiety 

around the aftermath of the arson attack on the 14,000m2 United Phosphorus Limited (UPL) pesticides and 

agrochemicals warehouse in Cornubia, north of Durban.

Earlier this week, following an oversight inspection at the UPL warehouse by the National Assembly's 

committee on environmental affairs, the committee compiled a scathing report urging government 

departments to establish a multi-stakeholder forum to ensure that the public was kept properly informed about 

the public health and environmental implications of the UPL chemical inferno that lasted for 11 days.
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A year ago, Transnet's pipelines in Umbilo were subjected to breakdowns which led to approximately a 

thousand plus litres of fuel leaking into the Durban Harbour. This time brazen thieves allegedly made an 

attempt to steal fuel from the Horseshoe Road, Clairwood, pipeline which is located in a neighbourhood 

surrounded by hundreds of formal and informal housing structures, on a Sunday morning around 3am. 

A series of explosions went off and ames engulfed the area, leading to black smoke engulng the air and 

billowing orange ames. Being no stranger to the growing number of industrial res that occur in the South 

Durban basin, we were under no illusion about the impacts of these disasters. The plume of the thick black 

smoke moved west towards the Umbilo, Glenwood area, and beyond, depending on the wind direction, for a 

consistent 15 hours until the blaze was nally put out around 18:00 that evening. The impact on human health 

is enormous with most people not aware of the toxic chemical cocktail they have been exposed to. As we 

know, fuel contains benzene, a known carcinogen (cancer-causing chemical) that will have long-lasting health 

impacts on the surrounding communities as well as those who were affected by the plume of smoke. Disasters 

like this are accompanied by an unresponsive team of ofcials who consistently fail to equip community 

residents with practical steps to follow in a disaster of this nature. EThekwini professes to be the “most caring 

and liveable city by 2030”, but when communities are at the mercy of these tragedies' residents are left to ght 

on their own without the support of the city. Although residents were exposed to toxic fumes for 15 consecutive 

hours, neither the city nor Transnet facilitated any health screenings. 

This type of calamity also has tremendous impacts on our rivers, water sources, biodiversity, ecosystems and 

seas, which are already heavily polluted by chemicals, waste, plastic and other pollutants. Sewage-laden 

waters in the port of Durban, and aging infrastructure are just a few of the issues our environment is exposed 

to. Without us ensuring that the best clean-up methods are practised following the blaze; and without the 

necessary laws being enforced regarding the environmental impacts, the list of ongoing issues which will 

consistently hamper our water sources, will continue to grow. The impact will be felt directly and indirectly in 

our ecosystems, reducing an organism's life span and ability to reproduce, and threatening aquatic life.  

There has been no mention of the impacts, nor of the planned cleaning initiatives to date. Those that depend 

on the ocean for their livelihood will be inclined to catch big 

sh in and around the Port of Durban that has accumulated 

high quantities of toxins such as mercury. You would think 

that the UPL chemical blaze had opened our eyes in order 

for us to proceed with caution, plan better and do 

everything in our power to protect our water sources, our 

environment, people, and its ecosystems. But this is yet 

another incident where the issue has been shelved 

together with the long list of incidents and accidents that 

continue to plague the south Durban communities. 

Clairwood blaze the latest 

in a string of 

pipeline catastrophes
Shanice Firmin

SDCEA Environmental 
Project Ofcer Development, 

Infrastructure & Climate Change 
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Temperatures and rainfall variability are increasing in South Africa as a direct result of climate change which 

has led to extreme weather events becoming more prominent. This will have an impact on the country's overall 

status and well-being, which is a major issue for South Africans. The most severe effect will be on water 

supplies, which will have a signicant impact on agriculture. While climate change is now associated with 

increased emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and uncertainty associated with environmental 

change, the potential impact of climate change in South Africa is creating an increasing concern.

The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), in collaboration with Ubunye Bama Hostela 

(UBH), Abahlali BaseMjondolo (ABM), Market Users Committee (MUC), Mtubatuba Community 

Environmental Justice Organisation (MCEJO), Anti-Pollution Watch Dog, KZN Subsistence Fishers Forum, 

Green Thumb Society (GTS), Poor Flat Dwellers Movement, Mam Ntombela's Girls, Umkomaas youth, and the 

Ntuzuma,  Merebank and Wentworth communities hosted a Global/Africa Day of Action with a march 

beginning at Botha Gardens to City Hall.

We raised awareness about the climate crisis and the need to urgently move away from fossil fuels to protect 

our health, our climate and, ultimately, our existence. We, the residents of Durban participated in raising 

awareness about the negative impacts of fossil fuels on the poor and the marginalised along the entire value 

chain from extraction to combustion. We raised awareness about the rush of the fossil fuel companies to drill 

for oil and gas in our beautiful Indian Ocean. We are especially concerned about our government's decision to 

allow this oil and gas exploration, which has the potential to destroy our tourism industry, recreational 

opportunities and sustainable livelihoods that our marine life provides us. Participants highlighted the ongoing 

struggle for environmental justice for the poor and marginalised people who continue to suffer from ill health 

linked to air pollution as a result of living on the oil renery fence lines. They will suffer the most from a changed 

climate which will be further compromised once these corporations begin drilling. Approximately 1 000 people 

participated in the march with comrades from the north and south of KZN who are seriously affected by mines 

and all other extractive production taking place in their back yards. The march through the City Centre, ending 

at City Hall, was lively and colourful with the youth leading the way with chants, songs and dances. Speakers 

from multiple organisations addressed the marchers on the steps of the City Hall, addressing different topics 

regarding the climate crisis and urging the leaders gathered in Glasgow at the time to stand with those most 

affected by oods, droughts and poverty in small islands, the deep south and in Africa.

the change agents in 
the climate crisis

Citizens: 
Energy Democracy 

Project Ofcer

Kershni Ramreddi
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We are facing interconnected social, economic and ecological crises, which require us to transform our 

archaic and harmful energy and oil/gas sector to ensure a more socially, economically and ecologically just 

future. We need transformative action now, which we demanded, as summarised below:

 · A rapid and just transition to a more socially owned, renewable energy powered economy, providing 

clean, safe and affordable energy for all, with no worker and community left behind in the transition.

· No to new polluting, corrupt and expensive coal, oil and gas fossil fuel projects.

· Ofcials in the Department of Minerals and Energy to be investigated around irregular deals.

· Reject the corrupt, costly and unnecessary powerships programme. We demand one million climate jobs 

instead.

· Fishermen and sherwomen must have the right to say no to oil/gas projects, that includes free, prior 

informed consent, the upholding of social labour plans, and the right to sustainable alternative modes of 

development.

· Government should reject the continuation of such projects that have the potential to destroy our tourism 

industry, recreation and marine life as well as the health of people when toxins are released once the 

drilling starts by the corporate companies.

· We need a Green New Eskom driving a just transition to a more socially owned, renewable energy future.

Social innovation is essential for making a signicant difference and it all begins with identifying the root of a 

social issue within your community and thereby raising awareness. Only with the active participation of the 

working world can sustainable development be achieved. Employers and employees are not passive 

bystanders; they are change agents who may create new paths to sustainability. Collaboration between 

environmental and labour community organizations are critical. In many circumstances, the rst step in co-

ordination is to establish a shared understanding of what constitutes an equitable transition between these two 

groups. I quote: “Climate is also our issue because addressing it implies recognising the need for a huge 

transformation in our societies, in our production and consumption systems, and therefore also on jobs. 

Unless we ght for making this transformation work for the people, ensuring a Just Transition towards a truly 

sustainable model, we will only see supercial changes towards more inequality and environmental 

degradation” (International Trade Union Confederation, 2011). The ght against climate change begins with 

you.

The ght against 

climate change 

begins with you.
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The oceans hold deep meaning for many people in South Africa. For some, it is a place of tranquility, while for 

others it is a thrill-seeking adventure. For many, the ocean sustains their livelihoods. Oceans play a critical role 

in regulating our climate and generating oxygen. The oceans literally support life on earth.

  

In some cultures in South Africa, it is also considered a spiritual place imbued with healing powers. Says 

Babongiwe Phungulu, a traditional healer from Durban, “The sea is something that is very important to us as 

traditional healers because whenever we need to connect to our ancestors or cleanse someone that has a dark 

shadow upon them, we use the sea. So drilling for oil will destroy and cause a lot of destruction to everyone who 

uses it”. In a country with such a vast coastline, the ocean is an integral part of South Africa's natural and 

cultural heritage. 

The South African government is interested in the oceans as a new place for economic development. In 2014, 

the former President of South Africa, Jacob Zuma, introduced plans for a Blue Economy in South Africa. 

“Operation Phakisa”, translated as hurry up, aimed to unlock the economic potential of the ocean. As part of a 

multibillion-rand drive to exploit offshore fossil fuels along the country's 3 000km coastline, he unveiled plans 

to drill at least 30 deep-water oil and gas exploration wells within the next 10 years.

“Operation Phakisa” did not consider the diverse needs of coastal people, nor the potential damage from 

these developments to marine biodiversity; and of course, the contributions to climate change. The “unveiling” 

held in 2014 at Durban Riverside Hotel drew 650 people: ofcials from government, scientists, industries, and 

selected NGOs. The focus was clearly on “Big Fast Results” as Desne Masie and Patrick Bond write. The 

people who use the ocean daily, like shers, informal traders and beach goers, were not informed of this 

meeting to discuss the future of the South African oceans. Riaz Khan, Chairperson of the KZN Subsistence 

Fisherfolk Forum voiced concerns that many shers hold. “We do not want oil and gas drilling in our ocean, as 

it will cause a ripple effect by killing marine life and, therefore, leaving subsistence shers without any sh and 

income to provide for their families.”

In the same year, ExxonMobil Exploration & Production, South Africa Limited (ExxonMobil) applied to the 

Petroleum Agency South Africa (PASA) for an exploration right in the offshore “Deepwater Durban Exploration 

Area”. As NGOs and local communities found, their public participation process to explain ExxonMobil's plans 

to the public was weak, poorly communicated and the meetings poorly attended. 

South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), an environmental NGO based in Durban, 

attended these meetings, along with community members who voiced their outraged that this huge project 

had not been properly advertised. SDCEA also raised signicant concerns about the negative impact of oil and 

gas exploration off the KwaZulu-Natal coastline. SDCEA also reminded ExxonMobil of their poor reputation, 

due to the toxic legacy that they left behind in South Durban when they had owned the renery in the area, now 

run by Petronas Engen. In 2020, it was announced in Business Insider that ExxonMobil has given up its rights 

to continue exploring oil and gas off the South Africa coastline. 

Since then, however, our oceans have been under siege from numerous applications to extract natural 

How Communities rallied   
               the big Ocean Grab

 Sherelee Odayar 

Environmental Project Ofcer 
Oil, Gas and Energy 

against
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resources from the seabed. In 2018, Sasol Africa Ltd and Eni, an Italian Oil & Gas Company, collaborated to 

apply for exploration rights to explore for hydrocarbons in two areas of interest: Richards Bay and Port 

Shepstone (forming part of Block ER236). They hosted three public participation meetings during the scoping 

phase in February 2018, in Durban, Port Shepstone and Richards Bay, which were all poorly attended. 

Most recently, as the Daily Dispatch puts it, “Disbelief, anger and horror from scientists, ocean lovers and 

activists” have been expressed at the news that Shell wants to do seismic surveys off the coastline of the 

Eastern Cape. 

The Journey of Community Mobilisation Begins

Having experienced rst-hand the weak public participation processes for the Sasol-Eni application, SDCEA 

embarked on the No to oil and gas campaign and made sure that coastal communities across KZN were 

informed of the Sasol-Eni development. They held meetings and education awareness programmes with over 

20 communities, and educated thousands of people on this development, all the way from Hluhluwe, to 

Gqeberha and Hermanus.  

These efforts saw a noticeable increase in the number of people attending the public participation meetings 

and commenting during the EIA phase of this application. SDCEA, groundWork, OceansNotOil, KZN 

Subsistence Fisherfolk Forum, Mtubatuba Community Environment Justice Organisation and community 

members, met with the Executive Vice President of Sasol Upstream, Jon Harris, and PASA to explain the 

argument against the development of oil and gas in South Africa. 

In September 2019, after one year of commenting, mobilizing and engagements, the Department of Mineral 

Resources and Energy granted Sasol and Eni authorisation to drill for oil and gas in Block ER236. SDCEA 

connected with Natural Justice, an environmental law organisation based in Cape Town, who helped 

formulate an extensive appeal. In October 2019, SDCEA and 46 other organisations and individuals sent 

through appeals to the Department of Forestry, Fisheries and Environment (DFFE) with objections to the 

authorisation. But on 18 December 2020, the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and Environment, Barbara Creecy, 

dismissed the appeal in favour of Eni and Sasol. On 15 June 2021, SDCEA, supported by Natural Justice and 

Cullinan and Associates led a judicial review at the North Gauteng High Court challenging this.

On 13 October 2021, Bloomberg published an article explaining that Eni is pulling out of plans to explore for oil 

with Sasol Ltd in a large block off South Africa's southeast coast due to concerns over the technical challenges 

of drilling in deep waters. But we cannot rest of our laurels, for as we have seen, the oceans are not safe until the 

deluge of drilling applications cease.

Western and Eastern Cape Coastal Communities also say No!

In his State of the Nation address in 2019, President Cyril Ramaphosa announced that TOTAL E&P South 

Africa B.V's Brulpadda prospect rig made a catalytic nd of a gas condensate off the West Coast. 

In 2020, the French oil company swiftly applied for authorisation for additional exploration drilling. COVID-19 

lockdown restrictions moved all public participation onto online platforms. But did this allow for meaningful 

participation, considering how few people in South Africa have easy access to online platforms? As Melissa 

Groenink, Defending Rights Programme Manager at Natural Justice, explains, “The commercial objectives or 

advantages to be achieved by the proponent proceeding with the application at this stage cannot outweigh the 
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rights of interested and affected parties to reasonable and meaningful participation”. 

Environmental lobby groups like Green Connection have joined the ght against the offshore oil and gas 

industry, bringing on board the shing communities in the Western and Eastern Cape. Mobilisation is proving 

hugely important because, as soon as one EIA process is challenged, so another project comes into being. 

For example, in April 2021 TOTAL E & P South Africa B.V decided to withdrawal their application for the 

additional drilling. In exactly the same month that TOTAL withdrew, Tosaco Energy jumped on the offshore oil 

and gas drilling bandwagon and applied for an exploration right for offshore oil and gas off the Northern Cape 

Coast of South Africa. The shing communities and environmental lobby groups are opposing this 

development. For Hilda Adams, a small-scale sher leader based in the Western Cape, “Oil and gas drilling in 

our ocean is not an option as it will destroy our oceans and the livelihoods of shers”. 

Protecting the Ocean for Future Generations 

As the South African government continues to make decisions without listening to the people, we are at dire 

risk of selling off around 94% of South Africa's marine environment to offshore oil and gas drilling and mining. 

If the South African government continues to grant authorisation for these projects, what will be left of our 

oceans for future generations? 

The discoveries of new underwater species, and the important role these planetary bodies of water play in 

sustaining all life on earth, requires deep respect, care and wonder for our oceans. Opening up the ocean for 

oil and gas drilling and mining destroys habitats which lead to a loss of biodiversity. This in turn causes a ripple 

effect for shers and the tourism industry. 

Many coastal people are standing in solidarity with environmental justice organisations that refuse to trade off 

our future for short-term corporate prots and GDP indicators. Coastal communities want to protect their 

homes and wellbeing. Both are intricately tied up with the wellbeing of the oceans. 

Right now, while our eyes are focused on the COP 26 negotiations happening in Glasgow, hoping that our 

leaders see the climate emergency we are facing, we are also keeping an eye on our coastline. The 

announcement of 'Shells intentions off of the East Coast is a blow to any progress in respect of climate 

commitments. Coastal communities will continue to lobby against these extractive industries until they have 

left our shores, as Exxon Mobil and Eni decided to do. South Africa's Ocean heritage must be protected and 

preserved by the people.  (First published by the Daily Maverick- 8 November 2021)
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The Karpowership oating power stations is a new development set to be situated in three coastal areas of 

South Africa: Richards Bay (KwaZulu-Natal), Coega (Eastern Cape) and Saldhana Bay (Western Cape). The 

off-shore oating power stations uses Liqueed Natural Gas (LNG) to produce electricity and are being 

introduced as part of government's renewable energy plans. The Karpowership company is a member of the 

Karadeniz Energy Group, based in Istanbul, Turkey. Unfortunately the environmental risks from these 

powerships outweigh the good. The powerships will cause the water temperatures to rise and that will kill off a 

variety of marine life in the immediate vicinity of the powerships and possibly change underwater oxygen levels 

and disrupt the wider marine ecology. This will have the potential to affect thousands of subsistence sherfolk 

in these areas. Also, at the height of global warming South Africa should not be investing in fossil fuels – LNG is 

a huge contributor to GHG emissions. The procurement process for the Karpowership deal is going to cost 

South Africa R219 billion for a 20-year contract. South Africa should be moving away from all fossil fuels in the 

next 10 years, therefore this deal does not make sense. The entire deal was dodgy and has been shrouded in 

allegations of corruption. 

SDCEA and many other groups across South Africa lobbied during the EIA process and, to our surprise, the 

Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment rejected the authorisation of Karpowership which was 

a huge victory for environmental groups and communities across South Africa. However, we have only won the 

rst battle - the war is not over as Karpowership is appealing this decision. Communities are still lobbying 

against this and will not give up. 

KZN Fishers saying no to Karpowership - Cuttings Beach

“Oil and gas drilling in our ocean is not an option as it will destroy 

our oceans and the livelihoods of shers”. 

The Karpowership 

    

Photo: EPA-EFE / Nabil Mounzer

 peoples' voices do count
dilemma 

 Sherelee Odayar 

Environmental Project Ofcer
Oil, Gas and Energy 
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The  is a ground-breaking initiative that UMI Energy Democracy project  brings together three South 

African social movements from various urban areas, as well as two service NGOs, to rebuild and 

implement a campaign that achieves widespread installation and operation of community-led, socially-

owned renewable energy solutions. The project breaks new ground in terms of where advocacy for a just 

transition may be found within social movements. The purpose is to strengthen and enable social movements 

in South Africa to involve all tiers of government in the development of community-based renewable energy 

solutions that can be scaled up. The desire for local governments to design and execute policies, instruments 

and delivery modalities that incentivise/enable renewable energy distribution to the communities they 

represent will grow as more people become aware and engaged. The project aims to develop and support 

champions within partner movements so that they may effectively interact with local governments and other 

stakeholders in order to achieve a just transition that promotes and supports renewable energy solutions. 

There are 5 project partners, namely:

· South Durban Community Environmental Alliance: SDCEA is South Africa's oldest, active community-

based environmental justice organisation and has been active since 1995. It now works throughout the 

KwaZulu-Natal province, challenging for environmental justice, including a just energy transition, and 

has a specic focus on inner city, low-income housing estates in the Durban Metro. SDCEA's mission is to 

continue to build on our strong foundations of community activism that critiques industry and 

government developments so as to secure livelihoods, social justice and a healthy environment for the 

benet of south Durban residents, and South Africans generally.

· groundWork: The project is co-ordinated by groundWork, a South African NGO aiming to improve the 

quality of life of vulnerable people in South Africa, and in Southern Africa, through assisting civil society in 

having a greater impact on environmental governance. For groundWork, this initiative will be integrated 

with its Just Transition work, which includes the energy transition, as well as with the anti-coal and 

environmental health campaigns.

· Sustainable Energy Africa: For 20 years SEA has provided support towards the development of an 

equitable low carbon and clean energy economy throughout Southern Africa. SEA provides support to 

multiple municipalities, government departments and urban communities through research, capacity 

building, policy engagement and information dissemination.

· Abahlali baseMjondolo: This is the biggest social movement to have emerged in post-apartheid South 

Africa. The movement's vision is to build a just and equal society that is based on respect and dignity for 

all humankind. Abahlali seeks a society where the rights of the poor are respected the same way as the 

rights of the middle class and elite are. The movement believes in democratic processes for all.

· Vukani Environmental Movement: VEM is based in eMalahleni Local Municipality on the Highveld in 

Mpumalanga, where Eskom has 12 of its coal-red power stations. VEM works in this growing urban area 

which has consistently been plagued by poor service delivery. VEM continuously promotes dialogues 

ENERGY DEMOCRACY PROJECT Energy Democracy 
Project Ofcer

Kershni Ramreddi

U M I 
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that focus on environmental injustice issues and people's livelihoods, raising awareness and engaging 

with stakeholders and ofcials from the local municipality on understanding regulations and policies as 

well as advocating for change where needed.

 The foundation for this project is to establish a strong public narrative on social ownership of renewable 

energy, which will in turn strengthen the social justice movement. It will demonstrate that household 

renewables can work, and that relationships between communities and municipalities in the context of a 

socially just renewable energy system can: 

· provide clean, safe, reliable and affordable energy to those who cannot afford energy from the current 

coal-based system; and 

· increase energy stability and access in South Africa while lowering greenhouse gas emissions across the 

continent. 

Community approval is a key aim, as well as introducing the project to community members. The objective is to 

determine if community members will continue to allow the implementation phase and to inform members of 

the community on the benets of installing solar PV. Community members were informed about how they 

would be central to the initiative, allowing them to have reduced cost in their electricity bills.

Project Objectives:

Movement Building: To advocate for a just transition from coal to renewable energy by utilising the resources, 

capacity and knowledge that we possess. Increasing awareness for the energy context and the possible 

Renewable Energy Solutions for communities.

Campaigning for community Renewable Energy Solutions: Local/Provincial/National government to 

incentivise or enable, in their policy and delivery of renewable energy, solutions that are viable for low-income 

communities.

Documentation, reection and sharing learning: Reect, learn and adapt interventions to opportunities and 

challenges that emerge. The experiences and lessons of this intervention shall be captured and documented 

for sharing with other social movements and interested parties.

The rst phase of the project is the Inception Phase which is strategic planning and stakeholder mapping. It 

proceeds with a feasibility study and research that highlights the technical and strategic considerations on 

opportunities and restrictions for the Renewable Energy Solutions in communities to consider in planning 

campaigns. And lastly, a scope on demonstration units that will be installed in the chosen sites. This phase is 

followed by the Implementation Phase which is the demonstration of reference units, and advocacy with 

government and communities through dialogues and workshops. The last phase will be Reection and 

Adaptation which requires all documentation and reections on interventions, revise working arrangements 

and campaign strategies.

This project was introduced to community members of Austerville, Wentworth. SDCEA chose this community 

with members endorsing the decision. A meeting was held at the Austerville Community Hall where 

groundWork introduced the project to 55 community members. The response received from the community 

was exceptional. The community's capacity and knowledge of renewable energy resources was increased and 

members were left feeling intrigued. Members of the community engaged in the dialogue and asked a number 
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of questions. This led to a healthy and successful discussion enabling more members of the community to 

engage. There were a number of concerns about the reliability of electricity once solar PV is installed. 

However, once members of the community engaged, they were more comfortable and understood the 

concept of the project.
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 f fg frdKZN shers' battle

The shers of KZN have faced persecution and marginalisation for many years. This was the reason for forming 

the KwaZulu-Natal Fishing Forum (KZNSFF), which helped subsistence shers to gain access and recognition 

for many years.  The KZNSFF has been in a long-haul battle trying to get recognition for the subsistence shers 

of Durban. Since our lockdown last year, the KZN shers have been lobbying the Department of Forestry, 

Fisheries and Environment (DFFE) for recognition, which is why we developed the “Cast Out” document. 

Since then we have had numerous meetings with the DFFE Minster Barbara Creecy and she has agreed to 

form a working group for the subsistence shers of KZN. On 14 September 2021, the KZNSFF steering 

committee, together with SDCEA, had a face-to-face meeting with the government ofcial to discuss the way 

forward. The KZNSFF and SDCEA are working together with the Legal Resources Centre (LRC) and have put 

together draft regulations for the department to consider. The KZNSFF believes that subsistence shers in 

Durban should not be shing with recreational permits as it denies them access to many benets of small-scale 

shers and they also feel that co-operatives will not work for them because it restricts them to shing in a 

designated area, which is not entirely feasible as sh migrate. At the meeting the department gave us a history 

of the original regulations that were put together and what was taken into consideration. They have 

acknowledged our contributions and are busy with a written response. 

Marine Protected Areas and Fishers 

The KZNSFF are having issues with the process of how marine protected areas (MPAs) are handled in South 

Africa. MPAs are needed on all fronts, because protecting our marine species are of utmost importance. With 

the rise of global temperatures, ocean pollution, commercial activities and illegal trawling, marine species 

have become very vulnerable. It is important that areas with endangered marine species are protected. 

However, with this process, comes much public participation because the ocean is widely used by shers 

across South Africa for many generations to earn an income. There are over 50 000 subsistence shers in 

South Africa, and they are often faced with discrimination and marginalisation. Unfortunately, the process in 

which the government and scientists rolled out the MPAs was not inclusive and it left out many shers from the 

public participation process. The shers felt that the process was biased and discriminatory. SDCEA and the 

KZNSFF are working on a particular MPA in Aliwal Shoal, on the south coast of KZN. The shers who had shed 

at these particular spots had been doing so for over 50 years but were suddenly told one day that they could 

not sh there anymore. Many shers who tried to sh thereafter were arrested and ned. Fishers preferred this 

spot because of its high productivity rate. 

SDCEA and the KZNSFF have approached the DFFE, as well as KZN Wildlife (enforcement body) to work 

together to solve this issue of discrimination. The rst meeting was on 25 June 2021 where the shers' issues 

were noted as well as the science from the marine scientists. They have together formed a working group to 

look at possible solutions for everyone. The working group has been highly productive and has contributed to 

a management plan to present to the Minster and her team at the DFFE. The process is ongoing, but we feel 

that it has been successful as much progress has been made so far. 

 Sherelee Odayar 

Environmental Project Ofcer
Oil, Gas and Energy 



The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) held a second protest outside the gates of 

the Engen Renery last Friday, after the general manager did not come out to receive the memorandum at the 

rst protest, which was held last Wednesday.

A day later, the general manager of Engen Renery, Sykry Hassim, agreed to meet with the organisation 

and SDCEA called on the community to witness the handover of the memorandum which detailed the 

community's demands.

The handover of the memorandum was scheduled for 9am and the residents were angry when the general 

manager did not arrive on time. The concerned citizens were also furious that Hassim did not apologise to 

them for the explosion and how it had affected the members of the community.

SDCEA handed over the memorandum which was signed by Hassim. The organisation stated they 

were giving Engen until Monday, December 14, to get back to them with answers.

Earlier last week, SDCEA and other local organisations held a peaceful protest outside the renery following 

the explosion.

The organisation said the decision to host a protest was taken due to management refusing to hold a 

public meeting to explain to the affected communities what caused the explosion and how they intend 

to deal with the damage to property, health and the destruction it left behind.

Bongani Mthembu, air quality and GIS ofcer at SDCEA, shared that they wanted the renery to not only shut 

Protesters voicing their concerns during the protest, on Wednesday

South Durban residents call for 

Engen Renery to be shut down
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down, but to also compensate the families for their suffering which they claimed was caused by the renery. 

Mthembu explained that they had a Zoom meeting with the parliamentary portfolio committee and provincial 

and local authorities, who were informed of the protest.

Residents were disappointed when Engen sent one of their employees to receive the memorandum. 

They refused to hand it over to the employee and demanded that the general manager come out to 

receive it.

Author and sociology professor, Ashwin Desai, stated that many people were completely shocked and 

traumatised by the explosion and the consequences felt by the families living nearby.

“It is only through a miracle that there were no fatalities but there were people who suffered serious 

injuries. People's lives have been changed forever. But the way that Engen has treated the affected 

families is disappointing. They had to be begged to at least give the families accommodation for a few 

days and already that accommodation has run out. There has been no real attempt to say that they were 

at fault and they are sorry and that it won't happen again. But rather they have been talking about it as if it 

was just another incident. For many of us, this was an indication of how far removed Engen is from the 

everyday concerns of the people they claim to be wanting to help and support,” said Desai.

The renery had not yet responded to the demands of the memorandum at the time of going to print.

The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance 

(SDCEA) held a second protest outside the gates of 

the Engen Renery last Friday, after the general 

manager did not come out to receive the 

memorandum at the rst protest
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Disappointment and disrespect. This is what residents who protested outside the Engen Durban Terminal 

Gate on Wednesday morning, 9 December.

Spearheaded by the South Durban Community Environment Alliance (SDCEA) in response to the explosion at 

the renery, leaders of various community organisations, including residents, gathered to support a joint plan 

of action to hold Engen liable for the outcome.

Protesters picketed outside the renery for hours before the company sent out its representatives to address 

the crowd.

SDCEA's air quality and GIS ofcer, Bongani Mthembu, said they wanted every demand on the memorandum 

to be met, including the shut-down of the renery.

“We will not be accepting anyone else besides the renery general manager, Sykry Hassim, as the person who 

disregards the community of South Durban especially Merebank, Wentworth and the Bluff. If he does not pitch, 

it'll show that he is disrespecting us.”

“He and his delegation are well aware of the fact that we are here today because he was part of a Zoom meeting 

we had yesterday (Tuesday, 8 December). In our meeting, they had a presentation about the explosion 

incident. He should be responsible to come outside to where we are to receive the memorandum,” he said.

In his address, Mthembu said that for 66 years, the oil company had disregarded the communities of South 

Durban. He said the site which has been rotting for decades, keeps exploding, which perhaps explained why 

the CEO of the company rarely visited it.

“Let's compare apples with apples, I am not saying SAPREF is better but they are much more respectful. 

We have fought with the general manager on numerous occasions but he is always willing to meet with 

the community and engage. Engen has never met with any genuine leaders of the community. Instead, 

they dictate to us who they want to engage with,” he said.

 call for Organisations

Engen Renery to be shut down

SDCEA's air quality and GIS officer, Bongani Mthembu said they want every demand on the 
memorandum to be met, including the shut-down of the refinery. December 9, 2020 -  Southland Sun Thobele Nzama 

Pics & Vid: 

Thobele Nzama
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Representatives from Engen eventually joined marchers protesting outside the plant. The protesters, 

however, decided not to hand the memorandum over. They collectively insisted that the general manager be 

the one to receive it.

The SUN was able to get a copy and the main concerns and demands in the memorandum are:

Concerns:

  The release of toxic gases into neighbouring communities contributes to health   

issues and climate change.

   The violation of Section 24 of the Constitution guarantees the right to a clean 

environment.

   The violation of Section 28 of the Bill of Rights as children are vulnerable to pollution and one child 

sustained burn wounds.

   The dumping of oil and chemicals into the Badulla Canal and the Durban Harbour.

   The high number of res occurring at the renery since 1999.

Demands: 

   The manager and senior managers account to the South Durban community for 

the damage caused by the recent explosion.

  All those affected (residents and workers) by the blast be adequately 

compensated.

  Full time, qualied and experienced core maintenance personnel be appointed.

  Engen subject itself to a full independent review of its operations to determine 

the impact on the health  and wellbeing of adjacent communities.

  Engen engage in a long-term consultative planning process to a decarbonisation strategy.

 

A response from Engen was not available at the time of publication

DEMANDS
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Merebank residents take to the 
streets over the unbearable 
sewer stench in their area.

Some residents in Merebank can no longer sit outside their homes or leave their windows open 

due to a long-standing sewer stench in the area.

The source of the odour is believed to be the Southern Waste Water Treatment Works (SWWTW). 

On Saturday 6th March 2021, more than 80 residents protested at the corner of Badulla and Tara 

roads. They said the smell had intensied over the past 10 months.

Ivan Moses, the former chairperson of the Merebank Residents' Association, said: “For years, the city has been polluting the 

area. It stinks like someone with a really bad stomach went to the toilet. It is unacceptable that we have to live like this. It 

makes you want to gag.”

Moses, who lives about 50m from the plant, said the stench affected lower, upper and central Merebank. “We are like 

prisoners in our own homes. We have to close our windows and doors to keep the smell out. Some of us don't have the 

luxury of air conditioners and then we have to contend with the heat as well.”

Moses has two children who live with him when they are not with their mom on the Bluff. He said the odour has kept his 

children away. “My elder daughter is asthmatic and the smell is not good for her health. She calls beforehand to ask if there 

is still a smell and if there is, she prefers not to visit.”

He said the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) and residents had complained to the city. “We are 

told the pumps are not working and that there are not enough deodorisers. We are fed up.”

Devan Govender, a businessman and resident, lives about 1km away from the treatment plant. He said the odour was a 

problem early in the morning when his family had breakfast and the children were getting ready for school, or towards the 

afternoon.  “My guess is that the staff are not manning the tanks and it gets overlled."

Rugs Naidoo, a fellow resident, said: “It gets so bad that we can't have a meal. In summer, we have to bear with the heat and 

the smell. The city needs qualied people at the helm. This can't go on for any longer.”

Bongani Mthembu, the air quality ofcer at SDCEA, said residents faced a triple dose of smells from the SWWTW plant, 

petrochemical industries and a paper mill.

“This is unfair and unacceptable… Just when you are about to have lunch or supper, the smells enter through the doors and 

windows. This happens every day, seven days a week.”

The SDCEA said another picket would take place on Saturday. More would be held until a solution was found. The city did 

not comment at the time of publication.

Janine Moodley

Long-standing sewer 
stench traps Merebank 
residents in their homes

Long-standing sewer 
stench traps Merebank 
residents in their homes
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The South Durban Trucking Coalition has had an action-packed 2021 and the momentum continues to grow. 

Community residents from all over south Durban are harshly impacted by a large number of trucks passing 

through residential roads every day due to the close proximity to the port of Durban. Mounting concerns led to 

community residents mobilising other affected residents. We developed our rst trucking yer and Google 

Form that we circulated to rally community residents to join the campaign for less congestion, safe roads, 

improved and efcient transport systems, fewer trucking accidents, decreased social ills and trucks off our 

community roads. 

As trucking accidents increased day after day residents started documenting each of the incidents by taking 

pictures, recording the date, time, type of incident, and the associated risks and hazards posed to 

communities. Residents started involving the mainstream media to share their concerns with the greater 

public, exposing the failure of local government action and enforcement to address the long-standing issues. 

After media reports on the local government's failure to act, we eventually got some of the representatives of 

relevant stakeholders, such as eThekwini Transport Authority, Metro Police, and Roads and Stormwater 

Departments to meet us.

Communities shared their challenges and the city expressed their difculties, saying the trucking issue has 

become complex. Through our engagement at the Island View Cutler Complex meeting, we requested an 

opportunity to engage with Transnet regarding trucking and congestion. As a result, we were afforded an 

opportunity to present at the Decongestion Manco Meeting with many stakeholders, freight companies, 

logistics as well as shipping lines who utilise the trucks which are the source of many of our issues. In that 

meeting, it was made clear that we would form part of one of the workstreams to assess how our issue of 

trucking were being solved but shortly after in a follow-up meeting, they declined that offer and stated that 

when the opportunity arises our inputs will be included. Subsequently, a meeting attended by, among others, 

the eThekwini Transport Authority (ETA) and Transnet, it was conrmed that due to our previous engagements 

ETA, together with Metro Police, have decided to put up a CCTV camera on Toll Gate Bridge that will be linked 

to the Metro Police Satellite station. When trucks make their way up Toll Gate Bridge, they will pick this up on 

the camera and immediately Metro Police will be dispatched to address the issue. The number of trucks 

seemed to have subsided for a day and then the trucks started ooding the entire Glenwood area traveling 

down small narrow roads not suitable for trucks.  

We continue to hold the authorities to account by ensuring that there is an improvement in trafc management 

and control with a focus on lessening truck congestion, encroachment, and breach of by-laws. The city has to 

involve affected communities on the ground and support them by ensuring there is an interim crisis plan to 

prevent it from getting worse and more dangerous. Strengthening on-the-ground monitoring and developing 

a communication network that informs residents to build a strong collaboration between the city and its 

people is key.

Shanice Firmin

SDCEA Environmental 
Project Ofcer Development, 

Infrastructure & Climate Change 

Truck  our roadsOFF
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I have worked at the South Durban Community 

Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) for two years and 

have worked on youth community issues with 

assistance from members of the SDCEA staff 

including climate change project assistant Mvuzo 

Ntombela, climate change and development project 

ofcer Shanice Firmin, and SDCEA co-ordinator 

Desmond D'Sa.

Besides attending virtual meetings and conference 

calls which related to climate change, we have been 

more hands-on with community work in Austerville. 

We planned to host a Youth Development Programme 

for the youth of Wentworth alongside our fellow NGOs 

and churches in the area. This programme was 

planned for the July school holidays but unfortunately 

had to be pushed for the October holidays due to the 

rise of the second wave of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Even with our setbacks we managed a successful 

programme in the duration of one week. I must admit 

the youth of this community were tricky to cope with, 

but I've learnt that patience is key when dealing with 

youth. Having attended the Durban Solid Waste 

landll site in Mariannhill for an educational tour about 

waste management, youth from ages 12-15 years 

were surprised that they were actually at a landll site 

as in their areas they often have to deal with the issue 

of illegal dumping and pollution in the streets and 

parks of the community. The group also attended the 

fun educational tours of both uShaka Marine World 

and The Kenneth Stainbank Nature Reserve and even 

participated in sports activities such as netball, 

basketball and soccer. 

The youth as a whole are very difcult to attract, 

especially when they do not understand what we ght 

for. I have acknowledged that with our youth we have 

to mould our programmes and activities in ways that 

suit them. The Youth Development Programme is a 

stepping stone for what we want for our youth going 

forward. We plan to attract youth in many areas in KZN 

who had experiences with oods and droughts but 

are clueless about what climate change is. They are 

Never a dull day with SDCEA
Tristan Meek

Environmental and 

youth Intern 

aware of dumping but have no knowledge on 

recycling and waste management; they all eat sh but 

do not understand how much pollution happens in 

our oceans. Our protests and campaigns this year 

were planned in detail and the results were all 

successful. The highlight of the year for me was 

denitely the Earth Day Event which took place at the 

Durban City Hall. 

At SDCEA you have to be on your toes all the time in a 

community which is built under a ticking time bomb. I 

say this because a number of times we had to drop 

whatever we were doing and go to the scene of an 

explosion at a chemical storage factory or investigate 

a strong smell in the air. With guidance from Desmond 

and Bongani, I now have an understanding of how to 

use the bucket system and how to describe the many 

smells in the air. My knowledge was put to the test 

when the Tropico Plastics Storage factory exploded in 

the Jacobs area. Desmond and I had attended the 

incident in the early hours of the morning to take an air 

sample but just as we did, the Engen renery 

exploded. These experiences were just a small 

portion of the work that SDCEA actually deals with.  

On my travels with SDCEA, we visited Richards Bay a 

number of times for community discussions ranging 

from the Karpowership case to the cluster of pollution 

in the area. We visited the dump sites in Dolphin 

Coast, where waste-pickers used the sites for a living 

even though it was unhealthy for the surrounding 

community. The northern communities of KZN are 

bombarded with horric acts of pollution to land, sea 

and air. The people are not heard by those who 

pollute, and what I've concluded is that out of fear 

many people choose not to speak against these 

“bully-like” polluting companies. SDCEA goes into 

these vulnerable communities to raise awareness 

and give knowledge on how dangerous and harmful 

pollution is in their communities and to let the 

communities speak and ght against the human 

rights crimes being committed within the very same 

communities.
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Youth development programme 
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Hostel unity through 

Ubunye Bama Hostela (UBH), with the help of War on 

Wants (Wow), hosted a cultural dance on 22 

November 2020 to try to bring peace within the 

hostels, which had been the sites of violent clashes in 

which many people died. The main aim of UBH when 

it was formed was to bring peace to the hostels and 

also to ght the issue of service delivery from the 

eThekwini Municipality. We then decided to host a 

cultural dance to promote unity in the hostels and also 

promote the UBH to people in the hostels.

We therefore promoted our event on various media 

platforms for maximum coverage in the mainstream 

media and on social media. We succeeded in getting 

major media, like eNCA who broadcast the event live 

on the day.

Each hostel had to bring a group of people to perform 

any kind of cultural dance. We ended up having 15 

dance groups participating.  

The event was well-attended with a packed audience. 

We also had an unexpected visitor: the son of the King 

of the Zulus, Nhlanganiso Zulu, attended to show his 

support for the event and the work we are doing in 

uniting people who were led by his late father, King 

Zwelithini. He also told people that they must maintain 

social distance and observe the rules of the country. 

Hostel dwellers attended in large numbers, making 

the event a success. They were very supportive, 

especially the executive committee, which was fully 

committed on the day. SJ Smith hostel hosted the 

event. It was also an opportunity to expose  a range of 

issues at the hospital to the media present. This 

included the issue of women and child abuse.

On Monday, several newspapers covered the UBH 

event and we also received calls from other media 

who didn't make it on Sunday but requested pictures 

to publish on their different platforms. A follow up 

meeting was done to review what went wrong and 

right but there were minor things that were raised 

which we should look into ahead of the next event. 

There have now been calls for the event to be an 

annual function.

Mvuzo Ntombela

Climate change project 
assistant
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